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It was only when Jussi Pylkkänen was climbing down from the auctioneer’s rostrum that he
realised the scale of what had just happened.

Having presided over the sale of a ravishing nude by Amedeo Modigliani for $170m, it
struck him that this surpassed any previous auction figure achieved for the Italian artist’s
work — by a staggering $100m.

“I knew the record would be broken, but not by how much. When you get a work that
suddenly makes $100m more, that is the greatest single leap,” says the global president of
Christie’s.
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Art buyers find few investment masterpieces

‘A dividend of pleasure’ may be your only solace against the risk of losses
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Since that New York sale in November 2015, auction records for individual artists have
continued to tumble, underlining the appetite of super-rich collectors for the most desirable
works of art. The global caravan of auctions, gallery shows and art fairs, which this week
pauses in London for the annual Frieze fair, rumbles on in anticipation of the next
masterwork to be offered for sale.

Many of those buying high-value art argue that the money involved is less important than
gaining possession of a unique object of unimpeachable beauty or artistic value (and,
perhaps, the chance to stand out from the gilded crowd). The idea of art as an investment is
a secondary function, if at all. “You’re supposed to buy art because you like it. It’s a terribly
corny phrase, but you get a ‘dividend of pleasure’,” says Bendor Grosvenor, a broadcaster
and former art dealer.

But no one wants to lose money on their investments, whether in equity funds or Old
Masters. And while star works by great artists make huge sums at auction or in private sales,
the art market can be illiquid, volatile and subject to painfully high transaction costs. As the
hammer goes down on the latest London auctions, FT Money asks how art stacks up as an
alternative asset class — and offers some rules of thumb from the experts when weighing a
purchase.

Buy the best
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Auctioneer Jussi Pylkkänen selling Amedeo Modigliani's "Nu Couché" for $170m in 2015 © AFP

To Mr Pylkkänen, it is “pretty clear” that the safest way of buying art is to purchase work by
the very top echelon of artists, those who are found lining the walls of the world’s greatest
museums and galleries. Blue-chip names such as Picasso, Bacon or Warhol are much more
likely to generate the kind of competing bids that will ensure a profitable exit if and when
the time comes. But it has to be the right picture at the right time — and ascertaining this
can require a little legwork.

“If you want a safe indicator of whether works were likely to elicit good competition in
future, you’d look at works that had already been sold perhaps 15 years before, which
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generated a lot of interest and were in the top 20 of the artists’ works. Nobody does this,” he
says.

To illustrate his point, Mr Pylkkänen pulls out details of half a dozen artworks sold at
Christie’s in the past two decades (see charts). There is the 1977 painting “Untitled XXV” by
Willem de Kooning, which sold for $27m in 2006. When it went under the hammer 10 years
later in 2016, it fetched $66m — a rise of 144 per cent. A 1976 work by Francis Bacon —
“Three Studies for Self-Portraits” — went for nearly $3m in 1999, $5.1m in 2005, and $28m
in 2008 — a remarkable 850 per cent rise in value over nine years.







But to judge whether art performs well as an investment, not just a thing of beauty to the
beholder, one must consider it against other kinds of investable assets. Taking the six works
noted by Mr Pylkkänen, the FT compared their change in value with that of the stock market
(represented by the S&P 500 index) and gold over the same periods.

Though by no means a scientific sample, the exercise provides some interesting results —
not least the importance of timing a sale for any asset class. The Bacon does well, easily
outshining gold (at 232 per cent) and the stock market (at 18 per cent) over the period. The
de Kooning also beats the other two asset classes.

Other works in the sample show a more mixed performance. Pablo Picasso’s portrait of
Angel Fernández de Soto sold for $51m in 2010 — up from $29m at its 1995 sale. That
healthy 76 per cent rise, however, was eclipsed over the same period by gold (up 216 per
cent) and the S&P 500 (up 174 per cent). Claude Monet’s “Houses of Parliament at Sunset”
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showed a 177 per cent rise in value between auctions in 2001 and 2015, beating the S&P
index at 121 per cent, but falling far short of gold’s 340 per cent climb.

The list of artists who qualify to play this game (those recognised by the market as top-
notch) is very small — and very expensive. In the “postwar and contemporary” sales
category, the top 20 artists accounted for 31 per cent of the value of total sales, despite
accounting for only 3 per cent of the lots sold, according to an Art Basel/UBS report this
year by Clare McAndrew, founder of research group Arts Economics.

As a rule, anyone looking for a short-term speculative profit should steer clear of art,
according to experts interviewed by the FT. Doug Woodham, author of Art Collecting Today
and a former Christie’s president, says: “Buy with pleasure and [you may] have a hope over
a long period of earning an overall real rate of return — after transaction costs — of maybe
zero.”

 

The price of entry
It is those transaction costs that are the chief “returns killer”. Put some money into a passive
fund and you can expect pay as little as 0.2 per cent in fees; buy art at auction and you will
typically be asked for an extra 25 to 30 per cent as a buyer’s commission (though a lower 20
per cent rate may apply for items above, say, £175,000). If you then decide to sell via
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auction, you will pay a seller’s fee of commonly between 5 and 10 per cent. So just to get
your money back, the price has to rise by anything from 30 to 40 per cent between buying
and selling.

While transaction costs for many types of investment have fallen in recent years, they have
been heading in the opposite direction for art. Melanie Gerlis, editor-at-large at the Art
Newspaper, says: “Every single auction house before this season has put up its fee structure
in some way,” explaining that while commission rates may appear roughly constant or rising
marginally, auction houses more commonly tinker with the thresholds of value at which
their various commission rates apply.

Owning a collection carries ongoing costs after purchase, such as transport, storage,
insurance and valuation. Serious collectors are also likely to incur fees through
intermediaries in the course of finding and securing works. While the middleman has been
disappearing from many markets under the influence of globalisation and the internet, the
same cannot be said of the art world, where art advisers, agents and brokers proliferate,
each taking their cut. It may also be wise to treat their advice with care.

“Owning and managing an art collection is a complex business, requiring investment of time
and advice from a variety of experts,” says Steve Kettle, partner at wealth manager
Stonehage Fleming, which advises its clients on their art as well as other assets. “Many of
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these experts will have their own agenda and, unlike investment management, the art world
is almost entirely unregulated. This means it is one of the most manipulated markets in the
world. You only know the actual value of a piece of art once it is sold.”



Claude Monet’s 'Houses of Parliament at Sunset' showed a 177 per cent rise in value between auctions in 2001 and 2015 © Christie's Images
Ltd. 2017

Assets or liabilities



That, too, is assuming your work can find a buyer. Liquidity has long been a concern for
those assessing art’s potential as an investment.

Some collectors of contemporary art prefer to purchase work from a gallery, reasoning that
the primary market (the first sale of a work) offers greater upside potential than the
secondary market, when living artists’ reputations are fast rising. But buying from a top
gallery is not always as simple as buying a tin of baked beans from a supermarket: in order
to protect the reputation (and market value) of their artist, gallerists may choose to limit
sales of the best works to those they believe will hold the assets for the long term — and
whose prestige as a collector will redound to the artist’s credit.

Possessing a work gives you the right to do with it as you please — but exercising that right
may have repercussions for the liquidity of your art assets. “You might buy something and
sell it tomorrow, but you’ll be seen as a bad owner. You may be ‘banned’ from buying and
you’re certainly not going to be at the top of the list for the next big thing at the gallery,” says
Ms Gerlis.

Even where resales are acceptable, buyers may struggle to sell. If they pay £20,000 for a
work from a gallery, half might go to the artist, the other half to the gallery owner. If, some
years later, the buyer’s tastes or circumstances change, they might ask the gallery to sell the



painting on their behalf. But many will reject the offer, since secondary sales tend to
command smaller commissions for the gallery of about 20 per cent.

'Untitled XXV' by Willem de Kooning, which sold for $66m in 2016 © Christie's Images LTD.2017



While most experts recommend holding art for the long term, this too carries risks. Only a
small number of artists see their reputations grow over the decades. Mr Woodham points to
one of the successful ones: Christopher Wool, an American artist whose paintings sell for
multiple millions. But his art has inspired a crop of other painters doing work in a similar
style. “Most of those artists will be forgotten within 10 to 15 years. And someone might have
paid $100,000 for that work,” he says. “The art market is very harsh about artists’
reputations.”

Mr Grosvenor puts it succinctly: “If I bought a Banksy five years ago I’d definitely be
flogging it in the next five years. I wouldn’t want to be selling it in 50 or 75 years.”

As an expert in Old Master paintings (those painted before around 1820), he admits his
specialist category has been overshadowed by the stellar performance of modern and
contemporary art in the past decade. But he says that while the prices of contemporary
works can rise “massively and quickly” they can also drop just as far and fast.

Old Masters, he argues, represent a less exciting but better fit as a vehicle for a long-term
investment. “The merit of Old Masters is they tend to plod along — they don’t go roaring up
or plummeting down. What they’ve done, they’ve done for the last few decades.”

Price range is another factor to consider. All of the experts interviewed by the FT agreed that
the mid-market is a volatile place to be. “With works over £1m you’re in a safe zone at the
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moment,” says Ms Gerlis. “Everything in the middle is risky. In that five-figure to six-figure
range you’ve got as much chance of losing money as making it.”

RANKING OF CONSIDERATIONS WHEN PURCHASING ART

Survey of more than 2,000 wealthy art owners

Rank Purchase consideration

1 Aesthetic and decorative considerations 

2 Emotional reasons/passion/expression of personality

 3 Support of artists and culture/preserving or promoting cultural values

 4 Protecting and maintaining family traditions and heritage

 5 Expected financial appreciation/ return on investment

 6 Social/event-driven reasons

 7 Portfolio diversification/risk benefits 

8 Hedge against inflation/capital protection/ value maintenance



 9 Status/cultural credibility 

Source: Art Market report 2017, by UBS, Art Basel and Arts Economics

Exit strategies
According to the art market adage, you should buy at galleries and sell at auction. Since a
gallery often has the exclusive rights to sell an artist’s work, you are unlikely to be able to
buy their work cheaper elsewhere, whatever the gallerist’s mark-up. But the chief attraction
of an auction is the element of uncertainty on the upside: all it takes are two people to set
their hearts on your work and the result can be far in excess of expectations.

One of the market trends of the past two years, though, has been a shift towards private
sales at the expense of open outcry auctions. Notable works that might have hit the
headlines at auction in earlier years are increasingly changing hands behind closed doors, as
sellers and collectors prefer to keep their identity — and the financial details of a sale — to
themselves. Values and consignments at public sales for the top works therefore dropped in
2016, according to a report this year by the European Fine Art Foundation, but private sales
at auction houses grew significantly, with Christie’s booking nearly £1bn over 2016.

While the trend may profit dealers and the private arms of auction houses, the loss of public
data on values and sales (not to mention the opaque business of auction houses offering
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“guarantees” to sellers) complicates the due diligence process for buyers. Can they do
anything else to try to avoid losses on art? Speaking to as many people as possible — auction
specialists, dealers, agents or other collectors — is one way of reducing the risks of a
purchase, as long as you take note of where their interests lie.

“People are too scared to say ‘I don’t understand why this is worth this amount of money’,”
says Ms Gerlis. “It’s really difficult to understand value. Do a little bit of your own thinking
and research. It’s quite easy to find people who’d be prepared to talk to you about spending
a large amount of money on a painting.”

And if you are still left with an unwelcome feeling in the pit of your stomach when the gavel
comes down, perhaps the only foolproof solution is: never sell. That, at least, is the approach
taken by Mr Grosvenor’s former clients. “Most of the art I’ve sold stays on the wall of the
people I’ve sold it to. People buy something because they love it — and they keep it.”
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